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Abstract 
Problems related to the complexity and to the decidability of several languages weaker than 
Prolog are studied in this paper. In particular, monadic logic programs, that is, programs con- 
taining only monadic functions and monadic predicates, are considered in detail. 
The functional complexity of a monadic logic program is the language of all words fi fk 
such that the literal p(fi(...(fk(a)). ..)) IS a logical consequence of the program. The rela- 
tionship between several subclasses of monadic programs, their functional complexities and the 
corresponding automata is studied. 
It is proved that the class of monadic programs corresponds exactly to the class of regular 
languages. As a consequence, the “SUCCESS” problem is decidable for that class. It is also 
proved that the success set of a specific subclass of monadic programs (“simple” programs) 
corresponds exactly to regular languages with star-height not exceeding 1. 
1. Introduction 
The properties of several restricted forms of “classical” programming languages were 
studied in the 1960s and 1970s. In particular, the so-called “loop programs” have been 
considered in detail. Meyer and Ritchie [ 1 l] defined a hierarchy of functions Y~,Y~,. . 
where _5$ is the class of functions computable by loop programs with a nesting of at 
most i loops; this class of programs is called Li. It has been proved that for all integers 
n 2 0 we have Y,, C LZ,,+l and _Yn # .Yn+l ; moreover, UiBO AYi is the class of primitive 
recursive functions [12]. Chemiavsky [14] characterized another sub-recursive class L+ 
of languages that essentially lies between ~51 and L2 and that corresponds exactly to 
Presburger formulas [lo]. In [ 1,8] the time complexity of computations in sub-recursive 
languages is studied. 
Several languages weaker than (i.e. properly included in) Prolog are used in practice, 
namely in the areas of deductive databases and type theory, so that it is important to 
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characterize their expressiveness. In general, a more restricted language has simpler 
properties and it is theoretically interesting to explore the relationship between the 
expressive power of a language and its complexity or decidability properties. 
This paper deals mainly with logic programs having only monadic function symbols 
and monadic predicate symbols. Such programs are called monadic. To each monadic 
program and goal we associate a language consisting of sequences of (monadic) func- 
tion symbols, as illustrated in the following example. 
Example 1. Consider the following logic program 
Ma)). 
P(W)) :- P(0 
P(W)) : - 40 
r(a). 
r@(X)) : - r(X). 
The goal “ : - p(t)” where t is a ground term can be refuted (succeeds) for every t in 
Mf”(s(a))) : n 20) U {p(f”(hYa))) : n 20, m 2 1) 
This set corresponds to a language with alphabet C = {f,g,h} consisting of the 
function symbols present in the program; this particular language is regular and can 
be characterized by the following regular expression 
f*g + f*hh* 
A result proved in this paper (see Section 5.5) is that the language corresponding 
to a monadic program is always regular. It is interesting to look at some practical 
consequences of this fact. 
Example 2. Consider the representation of the integer II by the term s”(0) where s 
is the successor fimctor. It is possible to write a monadic program that recognizes, 
for instance, the multiples of any fixed integer (we leave this as a simple exercise). 
But there are other sets of integers, such as the set of prime numbers, which are not 
recognized by any monadic program. 
Example 3. This example is taken from compiler theory. Consider the representation 
of expressions by suitable sequences of ftmctors. For instance, the expression “( 12.2 + 
1) * 7” might be represented by the following term, where “a” is some fixed, arbitrary, 
atomic constant. 
There are monadic programs (using a representation like this) that recognize, for in- 
stance, the set of floating point constants (like “ -0.7” or “12.22E-5”) - we again leave 
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this construction as an exercise - but there is no monadic program that recognizes the 
set of well-formed arithmetic expressions (because the corresponding language is not 
regular). 
This paper is organized as follows. After presenting several definitions in Section 2, 
we consider in Section 3 some restrictions on the form of monadic programs, that do 
not reduce their expressiveness. The subclasses of monadic programs that are studied 
in this paper are characterized in Section 4. Section 5 contains the main results of the 
paper: the functional complexities of “simple”, “linear”, “binary” and general monadic 
programs are studied, respectively, in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. In Section 6, the 
decidability for classes of programs slightly more general than monadic programs is 
studied. Some of the results of this paper are related to the “regular canonical systems” 
of Biichi (the equivalence between general monadic programs and regular languages can 
be proved with the help of Btichi results). This relationship is explained in Section 7. 
Conclusions and directions for future work are presented in Section 8. 
2. Definitions 
Monadic programs are logic programs containing only monadic predicate symbols 
and monadic function symbols. We are interested in the functional complexity problem, 
that is, in studying the sequences of function symbols ft . . . fk (where k 20) such 
that, for a given predicate p called the starting predicate, the goal p(f~ (. . . fk(a) . . .)) 
succeeds for some a. We associate to each monadic program and to each predicate 
symbol, the language of all those sequences. 
Definition 1. Let ?F be the alphabet of functional (monadic) symbols of the monadic 
program P which is assumed to be nonempty. The functional language associated 
with P is the set Lp & F* consisting of all words ft f2 . . . fk (k 20) such that, for 
some atom “a” and functional symbols fi E F, , fk E 9 (k 2 0), the literal 
is a logical consequence of P. We say that program P realizes the language Lp. 
Note that the functional language of a goal-program pair is relative to the fixed atomic 
constant “a” that occurs in every goal. 
The reader may find it helpful to look again at Example 1 given in the introduction, 
and apply Definition 1. 
Whenever there is no possible confusion, this mapping (between a goal-program pair 
and a language) will not be made explicit. A sequence of function symbols may either 
denote a word of a language or a function obtained by composition. If, for instance, 
we have the word of .F* 
F = fif2...fk (kb0) 
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we will also talk about the literal p(Fa) which is, of course 
Functional parenthesis will be omitted; the same literal can also be denoted by 
The characterization of the linear subclass of monadic programs and of the correspond- 
ing functional complexity, uses two concepts that we now define: predicate dependence 
graph of a logic program and star-height of a regular language. 
Definition 2. Let P be a Prolog program, let V be the set of predicates defined in P 
and let E be the set of all pairs (p, q) such that p E V, q E V and at least one clause 
defining p has a body containing a literal with predicate symbol q (we say that the 
definition of p uses q or, in short, that p “calls” q). The predicate dependence graph 
of P is the directed graph (V, E). 
Definition 3. A Prolog program is called almost acyclic if its predicate dependence 
graph contains no cycle of length greater than 1 (in other words, if all arcs with 
the form (p, p) are removed from the predicate dependence graph, we get an acyclic 
graph). 
Let us now define the star-height of a regular expression and of a regular language. 
Definition 4. The star-height h(E) of a regular expression E is defined by the rules 
h(E) = 0 
h(0) = 0 
h(u) = 0 for every a E Z 
h(E + F) = max(h(E), h(F)) 
h(EF) = max(h(E), h(F)) 
h(E*) = h(E) + 1 
The star-height of a regular language is the minimum star-height of a regular expression 
denoting that language. 
For example the expression (fg* )* has a star-height 2 but denotes a language which 
has a star-height 1 because it is equivalent to the expression f(f + g)* + E and it is 
not equivalent to any regular expression not using “*“. 
Problems related to the star-height of a language are often more difficult than they 
seem at first glance; we invite the reader to solve the following question: find a regular 
language with a star height of 2 (and prove it!). The study of the star-height of regular 
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languages is an active area of research; for instance, 
compute the star-height of a given regular language [6] 
3. Restrictions on monadic programs 
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before 1987 no algorithm to 
was known. 
Given any monadic program P it may be possible (and useful) to find an equivalent 
program P’ with a more restricted form. By “equivalent” we mean that Lp can be 
easily obtained from Lp/ ; in many cases we have in fact that Lp = LPI. 
We now define several such restrictions that do not cause any change in the corre- 
sponding language classes. These restrictions have to do with the number of atoms in 
the program and with the form of the clauses. 
3.1. Reduction to one atom 
Let A be the set of atoms of P and let “a” be the atom of the goal (which may 
or may not belong to A). As we are only interested in studying Lp, the functional 
complexity of P, we would like to reduce the number of atomic constants involved, 
without modifying Lp. A first idea is to replace in P every atom by a. But this 
modification may, of course, change also Lp as the following example shows: 
p(fx) : - &Or(X). 
4(al>. 
We have Lp = 0. But, if atoms al and a2 are replaced by a, we get a program P’ 
such that Lp/ = {f}. 
We will use another program transformation where the transformed functional lan- 
guage is similar, but not equal, to the original language. The method used is not 
complex but we will explain it in some detail. First we need the following language 
theoretic definition. 
Definition 5. The projection L 1 Z’ of a language L with alphabet C over the alpha- 
bet Z’ 5. C is the set obtained by deleting in the words of L all the occurrences of the 
symbols of C not in C’. 
The regular, context free and star-height not exceeding k (with k fixed) classes of 
languages are closed under language projections. We state this fact in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let L be a language with alphabet C and let C’ be any subset of C. If L 
is context free, L J. C’ is context free. If L is regular, L 1 C’ is regular. If L is a 
regular language with a star-height not exceeding a fixed value k, L L C’ is also a 
regular language with a star-height not exceeding k. 
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Proof. The proofs are simple. We consider only the case of regular languages. Let A 
be a finite automaton recognizing L. Replace in A every label belonging to .Z\Z’ by E. 
We get an s-automaton recognizing L 1 C’. 0 
Let us now describe the program transformation used. Essentially, we replace in P 
every atom ai distinct from a by gi(a) where gi is a new functor symbol. 
Suppose that al, a2 , . . . , ak are the atoms in P distinct from a (it may happen that all 
atoms of P are distinct from a - this does not imply that Lp is empty). The transformed 
program P’ is obtained as follows. For i = 1 ,. . . , k replace every occurrence of a; 
by gi(a), where the gi’s are new functor symbols (that is, they do not occur in P). It 
is not difficult to see that 
where F is the set of mnctor symbols of P. So we see that the functional complexity 
of P can be studied by considering the transformed program P’ (containing only one 
atom) and projecting the corresponding language over 9, the set functional symbols 
of P. 
As an example of the one atom reduction consider the following program: 
P(fW : - dY),r(Y). 
da1 1. 
r(a). 
r(al>. 
r(a2 1. 
The functional complexity is Lp = f f * (identifying a regular expression with the 
language denoted by it). The transformed program P’ is 
AfW : - qU),r(Y). 
4(91(a)). 
r(a). 
r(sl(a>). 
r(g2(a)). 
and, noting that the Herbrand universe now includes terms with functors g1 and g2, 
we have Lpt = f(f + gl + g2)*. We may check the relationship between the two 
functional languages. 
LP=ff* =(f(f +a +921*u {fl=LP'l{fl 
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3.2. Restriction on the form of the clauses 
We can restrict the form of monadic programs clauses without changing the corre- 
sponding language. In the following, we use the results of Section 3.1 and assume that 
monadic programs contain only one atom called a. 
Theorem 2. For every monadic program P there is an equivalent monadic program 
P’ satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) The argument of every unit clause is a (neither variables nor functional symbols 
can occur). 
(2) Every nonunit clause has one of the following forms: 
(a) p(fX) : - 4(X) 
(b) P(X) : - q(fX) 
(c) p(X) : - q(X) where p and q are distinct predicate symbols 
(d) p(X) : - q(X),s(X) where p, q and s are distinct predicate symbols 
Programs P and P’ are equivalent in the sense that Lp = LPI. 
Proof. Use iteratively the following transformations until none can be applied. 
(1) Replace each unit clause p(Fa) with F = f, . . . fk # E by the clauses 
P(flX) : - 41(X) 
4l(f2X) : - q2w 
qk-l(fkW : - qkw) 
qk(a) 
where 41, a,..., qk are new predicate symbols. 
(2) Make similar substitutions for each unit clause p(FX) with F # E. 
(3) Replace each unit clause p(X) by the following clauses where fi, f2,. . . , fn are 
the functional symbols of P. 
P(flX) :- p(X) 
P(f2X) :- p(X) 
P(fnX) : - P(X) 
p(a) 
It is easy that, for every term t of the Herbrand universe, the goal p(t) will succeed. 
(4) Consider each ground literal p(a) occurring in the body of a clause. If the 
goal “ : - p(a)” succeeds, remove the literal, otherwise remove the clause. 
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(5) For each clause body containing a literal p(X) such that X does not occur 
anywhere else in the clause do the following: if p(X) succeeds remove the literal; 
otherwise remove the clause. 
(6) Use iteratively the following folding transformation in the bodies of clauses 
containing 3 or more literals: replace 
. . ., P(FlX), q(FzX), .. . 
by . . . J(X), . . . where s is a new predicate defined by the clause 
(7) For each clause with the form p(GX) : - q(F’) with F = fi f2 . . . fk (ka 1) 
introduce k new predicate symbols 41,. . . , qk transforming it into 
P(GW : - ql(W 
41w : - q2(f1W 
q2Gu : - q3(f2W 
CefW) : - dfkm 
(8) ChSeS P(F&) : - q(FzX), r(F3X) with IF1 ( 22 or IF31 2 1 are similarly 
transformed. 
(9) Transform each clause with the form P(FX) : - g(GX) with F = fl . . . fk, 
k>2 into 
P(flW :- PlW) 
Pl(f2W : - p2(f2W 
P/c-l(M) :-q(GW 
(10) Transform similarly the clauses with the form P(FX) : - q(X), r(X) with IFI>l. 
(11) Delete every clause with the form p(X) : - p(X). 
(12) Delete every clause with the form p(X) : - p(X), p(X). 
(13) Replace each clause with one of the forms (where p # q) 
P(X) : - Pm 4W) 
PV) : - c&n P(X) 
P(X) : - c&u> 4m 
by the clause p(X) : - q(X). 
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As a simple example, consider the clause 
Applying rules 9 and 7 we get the equivalent set of clauses 
Pwo :- PlW 
PI(X) : - 41m r1m 
41(X) : - &m 
r,(X) : - rz(hX) 
r&Y) : - r(hX) 
Henceforth we may assume that monadic programs are in this form. 
Note. In many situations, clauses of the form p(X) : - q(X) can also be eliminated. 
See the method of s-transition elimination that is described before Theorem 8. 
3.3. The proof of Theorem 2 is not constructive 
There is a problem with the proof of Theorem 2: it does not give us a simplification 
algorithm, it only proves that it exists; in other words, it is not constructive. 
’ The problem has to do with steps 4 and 5; for instance, in step 5 when we say 
“if p(X) succeeds.. ” (that is, “if, for some t, there is a proof of p(t)“) we do not 
give a method to decide if it does. We only proved that a simplified (equivalent) 
program exists. We will now show that the goal is always decidable by giving a 
simplification algorithm. 
Let us describe the constructive version of step 5 (step 4 is similar). Consider a 
clause having a literal p(X) in its body and suppose that the variable X does not 
occur anywhere else in the clause; we say that p(X) is an isolated literal (the proof 
of Theorem 2 shows how more complex cases can be reduced to this one). Let us call 
such a p(X) an isolated literal. 
The method used for the elimination of an isolated literal (or the entire clause) is 
based on the following lemma (where by “proof of p(X)” we mean that, for some 
term t, p(t) is a logical consequence of the program): 
Lemma 1. If the body of a clause C contains the isolated literal p(X), then there is a 
proof of p(X) in the original program P ifs there is a proof in program P’ = P \ {C}. 
In fact, it is easy to see that a shortest proof of p(X) does not involve the use 
of clause C, because in order to “apply” the clause we must have already a proof 
of p(X). Note that P’ is in general not equivalent to P; it is only used to solve the 
goal P(W. 
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We have reduced the problem “solue(p(X),P)” to the simpler problem 
soZue( p(X), P’) 
where P’ results from P by the deletion of a clause having p(X) as an isolated literal. 
This method can be applied recursively until we get a program containing no isolated 
literals. For these programs we assume (and prove later) that the solution can be found; 
let us call “succeeds( GoaZ,Prog)” to the corresponding algorithm. 
In Fig. 1 we can see the algorithms to simplify a program eliminating all isolated 
literals. 
It may be interesting to illustrate the method with a simple example; let us consider 
the goal simplify(P1) where Pl is the program 
Af(X)) : - PGndY). (PI) 
d-u :- P(Y). 
4(a). 
First we will solve q(Y) (the isolated literal in first clause) in the following program 
(which results from deletion of the first clause of the original program); the goal is 
succeeds(q( Y), simplify(P2)): 
4(X) :- P(Y). (P2) 
4(a). 
There is still one isolated literal, namely p(Y). So, we must consider the goal 
succeeds( p( Y), simpZify(P3)) 
q(a). (P3) 
function sirnplifv( P) 
If P does not contain isolated literals 
return(P) 
Select an isolated literal p(X) in a clause C 
If succeeds(p(X), siwJwY(P \ W)) 
let Pl = P with p(X) removed from c 
return simplify( Pl) 
else 
return simplify( P \ {C}) 
Fig. 1. Algorithm for the elimination of isolated literals 
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As there is no solution, the first clause of program P2 is deleted; so we want to 
know if q(Y) has solution in 
q(u). (P2 simplified) 
There is obviously the solution Y = a so that q(Y) is deleted from the first clause 
of the original program; we get: 
p(f(X)) : - p(X). (Pl, first simplification) 
q(X) :- P(Y). 
4(a). 
We must now solve p(Y) (the remaining isolated literal) in the reduced program 
P(M)) :- P(X). (P4) 
4(a). 
As there is no solution, the second clause of P4 is deleted and we finally obtain the 
equivalent program (obviously, the first clause can also be deleted): 
p(f(X)) : - p(X). (final simplification of Pl ) 
4(a). 
4. Subclasses of monadic programs: binary, linear and simple programs 
In this paper we study the following subclasses of monadic programs. 
Definition 6. A monadic program such that each clause has at most one literal in its 
body is called binary. 
The name “binary” comes from the fact that nonunit clauses have two literals, one 
positive and one negative. 
Definition 7. A monadic program such that each nonunit clause has the form (“linear” 
clause) 
P(flf2~~~h~) :-q(X) (k>O) 
(where q may be identical to p) is called linear. 
Definition 8. A program is called simpk if it is linear and almost acyclic. 
Notice that every simple program is linear, every linear program is binary and every 
binary program is monadic. Table 1 summarizes these definitions. 
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Table 1 
Monadic programs and its subclasses: summary 
Program class 
Property Monadic 
Monadic yes 
Body literals Note 1 
Nonunit clauses Note 2 
Almost acyclic no 
Binary 
yes 
$1 
PW) : - 4G-U 
no 
Linear 
yes 
$1 
Puw : - 4Gu 
no 
Simple 
yes 
<l 
PW) : - 4cu 
yes 
Note 1: Unrestricted. Without loss of generality, may be bounded by 2 
Note 2: Unrestricted. But see Theorem 2. 
At this point we would like to remark the following. Any logic program P can be 
“interpreted” by another program lj which uses only one predicate symbol (not occur- 
ring in P), say s. See for instance the example in Section 7. The resulting program P’ 
defines only one predicate (s) so that it is almost acyclic. Let us denote by L(P, p) the 
functional language associated with the predicate p defined in the logic program P. 
We have 
L(P’, S) = Ij PjL(P, Pj 1 
j=l 
where p1 , . . . , p,, are the predicates defined in P. We conclude that, for any logic 
program P the union on the right-hand side of the equation can always be realized by 
an almost acyclic program. Notice, however, that the “interpretation” usually destroys 
linearity. For instance, the clause 
Pm?(~))) : - 4Gf) 
is transformed into the nonlinear clause 
dPu-(g(W))) : - 4qGf)) 
5. Some results on functional complexity 
We now prove a number of results about the functional languages that correspond 
to monadic programs and to some of its subclasses. The classes themselves satisfy 
JZ>993>~>Yi (1) 
where monadic, binary, linear and simple programs are denoted, respectively, by JZ, 
22, 2’i and Yi. 
The corresponding languages satisfy 
Y(d) = 9(L?3) = LZ(Yi) = Weg 3 S(sPi) = 91, (2) 
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where 9eg and 9’1 denote, respectively, the class of (all) regular languages and the 
class of regular languages with a star-height 0 or 1. This relationship summarizes some 
results of this paper and will be proved in the rest of this section. To the classes _Yi, B 
and & correspond, respectively (in a sense described below), finite automata, “inverse” 
automata and “intersection” finite automata. 
After presenting in Section 5.1 a result about general monadic programs, we consider 
the successively wider classes of programs: simple (Section 5.2) linear (Section 5.3) 
binary (Section 5.4), and monadic (Section 5.5). 
5.1. Functional complexity of monadic programs 
Let us first present a result about some sets realizable by monadic programs, that 
will be used in Section 5.2 where simple programs are considered. 
We use the standard notation for regular expressions [7] augmented with the oper- 
ators n (set intersection) and 8; the latter denotes (note that L is a set and w is a 
word) 
L 8 w = {xlwx E ‘C}. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that L, LI and L2 are sets realizable by monadic programs and 
that w,wI,wz,... are words realizable by monadic programs; then the following are 
also realizable by monadic programs. 
1. The word E. 
2. All words f E Z. 
3. The set 0. 
4. The set L1 + L2. 
5. The set WI,. 
6. The set L (3 w. 
7. The set (wl + . . . + wk)*L. 
8. The set L1 n LZ. 
Proof. A brief justification for each case follows. 
(1) The word E is realized by the one clause program p(a). 
(2) The word f E Z is realized by the one clause program p(fa). 
(3) The set 0 is realized by the empty program. 
(4) If LI and L2 are realized by two disjoint programs whose starting predicates are, 
respectively, q and r, then LI + L2 is realized by predicate p in a program consisting 
of the clauses of the two programs and 
P(X) :- q(X) 
PW :- rGf> 
defining the new starting predicate p. 
(5) Suppose that L is realized by the predicate q. The set WL is realized by the new 
predicate p defined by the clause p(wX) : - q(X). 
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(6) Use induction on 1~1. 
(7) The set (wi +. . .+wk)*L is realized by the following program where q realizes L 
P(X) : - 4m 
P(WX> : - PW 
P(WkW : - PG-) 
(8) If Li and L2 are realized by two disjoint programs whose starting predicates are, 
respectively, q and Y, then LI n L2 is realized by a program consisting of the clauses 
of the two programs and the new clause p(X) : - q(X), r(X). 0 
5.2. Simple programs 
We now study the class of regular languages that are realizable by monadic almost 
acyclic programs. 
Lemma 2. A regular language with a star-height 0 or 1 is realizable by a simple 
program. 
Proof. Obvious for star-height 0 (the language is finite). By definition, given a regular 
language with a star-height 1, there is some regular expression E with star-height 1 
that represents it. Let F* be a starred subexpression of E; as F is finite we can rewrite 
it as 
F* = (w, + w2 + . . . + wk)*, 
where all the wi are words. Using the properties of regular expressions, we can reduce 
the complete expression E to 
E =x1 +x2 +...+x,, 
where each x is a concatenation 
X=YlYZ”‘.Ym 
Here yi is either a word or a reduced expression like F*. The result follows if we use 
induction on m and numbers 4, 5 and 7 of Theorem 3. 
Note that cycles of the predicate dependence graph are only introduced by the use 
of number 7 of Theorem 3 which shows that the graph is almost acyclic; moreover, 
all clause bodies have only one literal. 0 
The class of languages realizable by simple programs is exactly the subclass of 
the regular languages that have star-height 0 or 1. Denote by Yn (n 20) the class 
of the regular languages that have star-height not exceeding n. The class Yl has 
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a number of interesting properties; for instance, the following closure properties 
hold. 
Theorem 4. If L, L, and L2 are in Yl and w, WI,. . . , and wk are $xed words then 
the following languages are also in 91: 
1. Ll $L2, 
2. WL, 
3. (w, + “. + wk)*L, 
4. L 8 w (may be proved by induction on 1~1). 
Proof. Parts 1, 2 and 3 are obvious from the definition of star-height 0 or 1 languages. 
Part 4 can be proved by induction on the length of w. q 
We will now prove the equivalence between simple programs and the Yl class. 
Lemma 3. A language realized by a simple program belongs to 9’1. 
Proof. Let the clauses which define the starting predicate p be 
P(VlW :- 41W) 
P(QJ) :- 4mw 
P(WW :- PW 
P(wzW :- PW) 
where the u’s, the v’s and the w’s are fixed words and the qi’s are predicates distinct 
from p not necessarily all distinct. By induction we may assume that for 1 d i <m the 
language Li which corresponds to qi is in Yl (recall that the predicate dependence 
graph is almost acyclic). The first k + m clauses realize the language 
L, = (ul + ” ’ + uk) + (V,Ll + . . . + v,,&,) 
which is in 9’1. It is not difficult to see that the language L realized by p is 
L = (w, +. . . + w,)*L, 
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This language is also in 91. This result includes several particular cases; for instance, 
if n = 0 we get 
L = 0”L, = EL, = L, 
and if k = m = 0 
L = 0*(0 + 0) = 0 
Lemmas 2 and 3 show that the class of languages realizable by simple programs is 
exactly the class of regular languages having a star-height of 0 or 1. 
Theorem 5. The class of languages realizable by simple programs coincides with 9’1. 
5.3. Functional complexity of linear programs 
The following Theorem shows that the rather restricted class of linear programs 
corresponds already to the class of regular languages. 
Theorem 6. Linear programs realize exactly the class of regular languages. 
Proof. Given a linear program P, consider an equivalent linear program P’ such that: 
- All unit clauses have the form p(a). 
- All nonunit clauses have the form p(fX) : - q(X). 
The transformation can easily be accomplished using Theorem 2. Consider for instance 
the clause p(fgfX) : - q(X) in P. The corresponding clauses in P’ are 
PW) : - rlV> 
rlW0 : - r2V) 
r2l(fW : - 4W) 
where r1 and r2 are new predicate symbols. From the transformed program we build 
a nondeterministic finite automaton A as follows. 
- The states of A correspond to the predicate symbols defined in the program. 
- The initial state of A corresponds to the starting predicate p(X). 
- Final states of A correspond to predicates whose definition includes a unit clause 
(recall that all unit clauses have the form p(a)). 
_ There is a transition in the automaton from state p to state q with symbol f iff the 
program contains a clause 
P(fJa : - 4Gu 
It is easy to see that the goal p(X) can succeed instantiated as p(FX) (where F is a 
sequence of functional symbols) iff there is a path in A, corresponding to the symbols 
of F, from p to a final state. 
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Conversely, given a regular language L, it is easy to define a linear program that 
realizes exactly the words of L. 0 
We give now an example of the construction explained in the previous proof. Con- 
sider the linear program 
Pu-w : - q(W 
4(a). 
4W) :- PW. 
q(M) : - r(X). 
r(a). 
r(fW : - 4(0 
The corresponding automaton is 
As an example, we can see that the fact that the goal p(X) can succeed as p( f h f ha), 
corresponds to the recognition by the automaton of the word fhfh. 
5.4. Functional complexity of binary programs 
As in the case of linear programs we can define an automaton that represents a binary 
program. We first consider an equivalent binary program where each nonunit clause 
has either the form p(fX) : - q(X) or the form p(X) : - q(fx). The corresponding 
automaton edge (from state p to state q) is labeled, respectively, with f or f-l. 
We give an example of this construction. Consider the linear program 
PW) : - 4w. 
4(a). 
4Gv : - Puw. 
q(hX) : - r(X). 
r(a). 
r(P) : - 4W 
The corresponding automaton is 
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We call this kind of automaton an inverse automaton. Its semantics can be obtained 
from the corresponding logic program: if the automaton is in state S, there is a transition 
s c s’ and the word seen so far has the form xa, the automaton can go to state s’ 
changing the “word seen so far” to x. 
We now define more rigorously the language accepted by an inverse automaton A. 
Definition 9. Consider the following (non deterministic) c-finite automaton A’ whose 
alphabet C U CM1 includes inverse symbols (where C-’ is the set of symbols {a-’ : 
a E Z}). 
A’ = (C U C-‘,S,so,F,6) 
where S is the set of states, SO E S the initial state, F C S the set of final states and 
We say that u is recognized by A or, equivalently that u 
(C U C-‘)* recognized by A’ that can be transformed 
rule 
aa -1 = E (a E C) 
E Y(A), if there is a word v E 
in u by the application of the 
We will now see that, somewhat surprisingly, inverse automata recognize only reg- 
ular languages. 
The algorithm in Fig. 2 eliminates from an inverse automaton (which can contain 
a-transitions) all inverse transitions. The relationship between its variables can be sum- 
marized as follows where 2 represents any sequence of E transitions. 
The edges introduced are q 5 s’. 
The correctness of the algorithm can easily be proved by noticing that inverse transi- 
tions are useless, except if there is at least one s G s’ such that state s can be reached 
using a transition with label a eventually followed or preceded by a-transitions. The 
inverse transition can then be removed adding appropriate s-transitions. 
When there are no more “useful” inverse transitions, the remaining ones can be 
removed. 
This transformation applied to the automaton considered above gives 
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function delneg(graph (V, E)) 
while possible { 
Select an inverse edge s 2,’ such that 
there is (at least) an u-transition to a state in C;‘(s); 
for all edges sr -% sa such that s:! E C;‘(s) { 
for all states qE C;‘(Q) { 
E = Eu {q i s’} 
1 
E= E\{s”-:s’} 
Remove from E all remaining inverse edges 
return (V, E) 
Fig. 2. Algorithm for the elimination of inverse edges in a &-automaton. Note: C,-‘(S) represents the set of 
states from which s can be reached using only s-transitions. 
The s-transition on the initial state is useless; we obtain the equivalent logic program 
PC!-W : - do 
4(a). 
q(hX) : - h(X). 
r(a). 
6fm : - da 
G) :- Iv) 
Noting that the class of binary programs includes the class of linear programs we have 
(using Theorem 6) the following result. 
Theorem 7. Binary programs realize exactly the class of regular languages. 
5.5. General monadic programs 
We prove that the class of languages that corresponds to monadic programs is the 
class of regular languages. Before explaining the ideas behind the proof let us consider 
two simple examples. 
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5.5.1. Introductory examples 
Consider the following program. 
P(X) : - &U, 40 
4(a). 
4wo :- Pm 
r(a). 
r(fX) : - p(x). 
Note that all clauses except the first, have at most one literal in their bodies. We 
will define an equivalent binary logic program (that is, a program where clause bodies 
have at most one literal). In general, is does not seem easy to achieve this transfoima- 
tion using only fold/unfold operations. On the other hand, the fact that the functional 
languages of every monadic programs is regular does not follow directly from the 
regularity of languages associated with binary program and from the closure of reg- 
ular languages for intersection. We use a method based on a system of equations on 
language variables. 
Let P, Q and R be the functional languages that correspond, respectively, to the 
predicates p, q and r. These languages are the least fixed point of the following system 
of equations. 
P = QrlR 
Q = EufP 
R =eUfP 
The first equation is deleted. To obtain an equivalent system of equations we must 
express the fact that P is the intersection of Q and R. Using the last two equations we 
get 
P=QnR=(cUfP)n(eUfP)=cUfP 
The following facts have been used. 
l The sets represented by E and by fP are disjoint. 
l The intersection of fP with fP is of course fP. 
We get 
P= EUfP 
Q=&ufP 
R = EufP 
This system can now be solved and we get P = Q = R = f *. The equivalent 
program is 
4(a). 
q(0) :- PW). 
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r(a). 
r(fW :- ~(0 
P(a). 
P(fW : - PW). 
As a more complex example consider the slightly different program 
P(X) : - dX), r(X). 
4(a). 
4(fW :-- P(X). 
r(a). 
r(fX) : - r(X). 
The corresponding system of equations is 
P = QnR 
Q=cUfP 
R = EUfR 
The computation of Q n R introduces a new intersection that will be denoted by S. 
s 
P=Q”R=(E”fP)n(c”fR)=c”f~ 
The new equation is 
P=&UfS 
We must now express the fact that S is the intersection of P with R. The equations 
used are the previous one and the system equation for R. 
T 
S=PnR=(e”fS)“(c”fR)=E”fm 
Let us write the “current” system of equations (the equation for T will be defined 
later). 
Q = EUfP 
R =EUfR 
P =EUfS 
s = EUfT 
We must now define T 
T=SnR=PnRnR=PnR=S 
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No new equation is introduced; replace T by S in the system above and get 
Q=&ufP 
R =.zUfR 
P = EufS 
s = EUfS 
The solution is (solve the last equation and replace S by the solution) P = Q = R = 
s= f? 
5.5.2. Elimination of nonbinary clauses 
We now generalize the examples in Section 5.5.1 showing that clauses containing 
two literals in their body can eliminated (possibly introducing new clauses). 
First we define the normal form of language equations. 
Definition 10. An equation is said to be in normal form if it is written as 
where 
- L,L 1,. . . , L, are (not necessarily distinct) language variables. 
- [E] denotes that the term E is optional. 
- ki, . . , k,, are (not necessarily distinct) alphabet symbols. 
As an example of a normal equation we have 
L = E u fL u fL, u gL1 u gL2 
The following procedure describes a method for the transformation of a linear pro- 
gram plus a clause p(X) : - q(X),r(X) into an equivalent linear program. It can be 
successively applied to transform a monadic program into an equivalent linear program. 
Recall that in Section 5.4 we have described an algorithm for the transformation of 
binary programs into equivalent linear programs. This result is used without explicit 
reference. 
(I ) Consider a linear program together with an additional clause p(X): +(X), r(X); 
without loss of generality, we may assume that this is the only clause defining p. There 
exists an c-automaton A that corresponds to the logic program without the additional 
clause. 
(2) Edges in A labeled with E can be eliminated. The algorithm presented here is 
different from the one presented in [7]. We want, in particular, that the transformed 
automaton has exactly the same set of states (corresponding to the set of predicate 
symbols defined in the program). 
We assume that there are no s-edges starting in the initial state of A. If there are 
such edges, the transformation may not be possible. In this case consider another 
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automaton At which is identical to A except for the following: 
- The initial state of At, say sI, is new. 
- At contains an edge labeled with a new symbol b connecting st to the initial state 
of A. 
Automata A and Al are similar in the sense that 
LA = {x : bx E LA,}. 
We now explain briefly the algorithm for the elimination of s-edges in A (or in At); 
the method used is somewhat similar to the one used for the elimination of inverse 
edges (described in Section 5.4). 
If the s-edge connects a state to itself it is simply deleted. 
Otherwise suppose that (s,s’) be the c-edge to be eliminated and denote by 
C,-‘(s) the set of states from which s is accessible using only edges labeled with E. 
Consider all edges from si to s2 labeled with a # E such that s2 E CZ-‘(s) and all 
states qECEel(sl) (in particular, we have, of course, SEC,-‘(S) and si~C,;‘(sr)). The 
relationship between these states is summarized in the following diagram. 
The edge from s to s’ is deleted and all states q in the conditions described above 
(including si) are connected to s’. 
a 
Using this method, all s-edges can be deleted. Let A’ be the corresponding automaton. 
(3) To A’ corresponds a normal system of language equations (once A’ has no E- 
transitions). Introduce the following equation corresponding to the new clause (where 
language P corresponds to predicate p, etc.) 
P=QnR 
Let S be the corresponding system of equations. The least fixed point of S corresponds 
to the success set of the program. 
(4) Eliminate the equation P = Q n R (possibly introducing new equations) as 
follows. Consider the equations defining Q and R 
Q = Qright 
R = &ig_t,t 
and add the new equation 
p = Qright n &i,ht 
stating that P is the intersection of the languages defined by the two equations. 
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The computation Of Q,+& f’ &sht may result in new interSCCtiOnS in teIIIIS like 
f(S II T). If this is the case, there are two possibilities: 
- If the intersection S n T has been considered before and corresponds to a variable V, 
replace it by V. 
_ If the intersection Sn T has not yet been considered, define a new variable X = SnT 
and eliminate the intersection as before (introducing a new equation). 
As the number of (original) language intersections is finite, this process must ter- 
minate. We get an equivalent (having the same least fixed point) normal system of 
equations containing, possibly among others, the original language variables. 
The following Theorem is based on the iterative application of the previous con- 
struction so as to eliminate all language intersections. 
Theorem 8. For every monadic logic program P there is an equivalent linear pro- 
gram P’ that contains, possibly among others, the definitions of the predicates char- 
acterized by P. 
Under the point of view of functional complexity we see that linear, binary and 
monadic classes of programs are equivalent. The following important result is easy to 
prove. 
Corollary 1. The class of languages realizable by monadic programs is the class of 
regular languages. 
The discussion above suggests the definition of a new kind of automaton where the 
intersection of the languages represented by two states can be “added” to another state. 
Definition 11. Intersection finite automata are finite automata that can also contain 
edges of the following kind: 
These edges are interpreted as follows: The word x can make the automaton go from 
the initial state to state P if it can make it go both to Q and to R. 
Notice that in general intersection automata are not deterministic. 
Corollary 2. Intersection finite automata recognize the class of regular languages. 
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6. Beyond monadic programs 
It is interesting to study classes of logic programs slightly more general than the 
class of monadic programs and try to answer questions like: 
- When does undecidability begin? 
_ Are there classes corresponding to nonregular languages? 
Decidability is about a specific problem. The problem we have in mind is the 
SUCCESS problem which defined as follows. 
Definition 12. Given a class C of Prolog programs all of them including the definition 
of a predicate p - the initial or starting predicate - and an instance program P E C 
consider the problem: does the query “ : - p(. .)” have an SLD-refutation? This is 
the SUCCESS problem for class C. The exact form of the query must of course be 
specified. 
Let us now summarize the decidability of the SUCCESS problem; some of these 
results are presented in the rest of this section. 
_ General logic programs 
Undecidable. Well-known result. 
_ Monadic predicates, functions with arbitrary arity 
Undecidable. Well-known result; a logic program can be simulated using only 
monadic predicates (in fact with one monadic predicate). 
_ Monadic functions, predicates with arbitrary arity 
Undecidable. The Post correspondence problem can be “programmed” using only 
monadic functions. 
_ Monadic predicates, monadic functions 
Decidable. An easy consequence of the results presented in Section 5.5. 
6.1. Monadic programs are decidable 
A simple consequence of the results presented in Section 5.5 is that the SUCCESS 
problem is decidable for every monadic program. 
Theorem 9. The SUCCESS problem is decidable for every monadic program. 
Proof. Consider the equivalent monadic program P containing only one atom a and the 
goal “: -p(t)” where t is a term of the Herbrand Universe. Let L be the corresponding 
functional language. 
If t is ground, t = fi . . . fka, the goal succeeds iff the word ft ’ ’ . f& belongs 
to L. This is decidable because the regular language L can be constructively obtained 
from P. If t = f, . . . f&x, the goal succeeds iff the intersection of the language denoted 
by f, . . . f&y* with the language L is not empty. Again, because both languages are 
regular, this is decidable. 0 
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6.2. Programs with monadic predicates are general and undecidable 
The following result is well known. 
Theorem 10. For each logical program there exists an equivalent one that contains 
only one predicate symbol. This predicate is unary. 
Proof. Let h with i>O be a collection of function symbols, one for each predicate pi 
defined in the program (with the same arity) and let r be a new monadic predicate 
symbol. Each positive or negative literal occurring in the original program 
Pi(tl,...,t&) 
is replaced by 
r(h(tl 2 . . , tk 1) 
Goals are transformed by the same process. Cl 
Corollary 3. The SUCCESS problem is undecidable for the class of logic programs 
that define only one predicate r of arity 1. 
Moreover it is a consequence of the results in [5] that, even for programs containing 
only a unary predicate defined by two clauses of the form 
r(f(ri,..., m)) :- a-(s1,...,&l)) 
Q-(tl,...,tn>> 
(where the ri, si and ti are terms) the SUCCESS problem is undecidable. 
6.3. Programs with monadic functions are undecidable 
Theorem 11. There are sub-classes of Fl (classes of programs having only monadic 
functors) for which the SUCCESS problem is recursively unsolvable. 
Proof. Every instance of PCP (Post Correspondence Problem) can be “programmed” 
using only monadic functors. 
This class of programs used is best illustrated by the example in Fig. 3 which 
corresponds to the PCP instance. 
Different members of the class differ only in the definition of r; each clause for r 
corresponds to a pair of words of the PCP instance. 
The SUCCESS Problem for the class exemplified in Fig. 3 is recursively unsolvable. 
In fact, the query p succeeds if and only if the corresponding PCP instance has a 
solution. 0 
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Fig. 3. A Prolog program for the PCP instance {(g,ggg),(gfggg,gf),(gf,j’)}. 
7. Relationship with the work of Biichi 
When this paper was first submitted we were unaware of the work of Biichi [3, 
Chapter 51 which is related to our work. It is interesting to see how similar results can 
arise from independent work in two different areas (Biichi’s work on certain kinds of 
rewrite systems and our work on restricted forms of logic programs). 
Broadly speaking, his “regular systems” can be viewed as limited forms of rewrite 
systems (acting only on the left part of the words) or equivalently as (limited forms) of 
formal systems. Each regular system corresponds in a natural way to a regular language 
(this correspondence is the basic result in Chapter 5 of the mentioned book). 
We begin by defining the form of regular system that is most important for us, the 
“many premise pure regular system with terminal set (8)“. We follow Biichi but use 
a different notation. 
Definition 13. 
_ An n-premise regular production is an expression 
where xi,..., Xk and y are words (members of C* ) and 5 is a variable over C*. 
The word w is a direct consequence of the words ~1,. ,zk by this rule if there is 
a word u such that we can write 
w = yu, Zl =x1u, . ..) zk = xku 
_ A regular system is a finite set S of regular productions. Each production may have 
an arbitrary (finite) number of premises. S directly produces the word y from the set 
of words U if there are ui,..., uk E U such that some rule of S directly produces y 
from (ui,...,uk). 
_ Let A c C* be a finite set of axioms. A sequence (MI,. . . , u,) is an (A,S)-deduction 
if, for each 0 < i < n either ui+i E A or S directly produces ui+l from { ui, . . . , u;}. 
_ The set Pr(A, S) & C* consists of all words u E C* such that there is an (A, S)- 
deduction that ends in u. 
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In order to understand how regular systems are related to the functional complexity 
of logic languages, consider again the program 
p(da)). 
P(fW)) :- PW 
P(W)) :- f-W). 
r(a). 
r(h(X)) : - r(X). 
A regular system which is in some sense equivalent to the program can be obtained 
if we include the predicate symbols and the atoms in the productions. The set of axioms 
corresponds to the facts of the program 
The set of productions corresponds to the other clauses (in this particular program all 
productions have only one premise) 
A possible deduction is 
ra, pk pfha, plj7za 
It corresponds to the functional word@ (we have applied successively the first axiom, 
the second production, and twice the first production). 
Biichi results could have been used to prove the equivalence between monadic pro- 
grams and regular languages (Theorem 1). However, they are not directly applicable 
to sub-regular languages like Yl for which special (more restricted) forms of regu- 
lar systems would be needed. One problem is that some interesting properties are not 
invariant with regard to the transformation suggested above. For instance, with the in- 
clusion of the predicate symbols, the functional language corresponds to an interpreter, 
which in this case is 
s(p(da))). 
dP(f(W)) : - 4PGu). 
4pV4U)) : - 440). 
Ma)>. 
444X))) : - 44X)). 
so that we always get the functional language of an almost acyclic program. 
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8. Conclusions and open problems 
In this paper we have studied the class of monadic logic programs. We have proved 
that the sequences of functor symbols (the functional complexity) in the success set of 
any such program, forms a regular language. As a consequence, the SUCCESS problem 
for such programs is decidable. 
Although the class of monadic logic programs is decidable, most slight general- 
izations seem to make it undecidable. That happens, for instance, for logic programs 
containing only 
_ monadic ftmctors (but not monadic predicate symbols), 
_ monadic predicate symbols (but not monadic functors). 
It would be interesting to find simple classes of logic programs that correspond to more 
complex, but decidable, classes of languages (for the class of context free languages, 
it may be worthwhile to look at the structure of DCG’s). 
Several subclasses of the monadic class were considered. With one exception, the 
functional complexity of every subclass coincides with the class of regular languages. 
The exception is the “simple” program class whose functional language corresponds to 
the regular languages with star-height not exceeding 1 (as explained in the beginning, 
the star-height of a language is not a trivial property; the star-height of a regular 
expression is a trivial property). 
Another open problem is the correspondence between the properties of the depen- 
dence graph and the classes LY, with n > 2. For instance, are there natural limitations 
on the program recursivity (that is, on the cycles of the dependence graph) so that the 
corresponding class of programs is Yz? 
As a side result we have defined two new kinds of automata - inverse and inter- 
section automata - that correspond to two of the subclasses considered and that may 
be useful for other purposes. Also, a new algorithm for s-edges elimination in finite 
automata was described (the set of states is usually not altered by the algorithm). 
The following diagram summarizes three potential areas of future work (91 denotes 
the class of regular languages with a star-height not exceeding 1). It would be nice 
(but possibly difficult or even impossible) to have relatively simple classes of logic 
programs corresponding to languages in A (regular but not Yl ), in B (decidable but 
not regular) and, as much as possible, to the decidability border C. 
I 
Regular , B , Undecidable , 
C 
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